WHAT’S NEW WITH WE?

Your WE Leadership Team
Vision: Changing the World One Workplace at a Time!

Mission: To Accelerate Workplace Innovation & Consciousness
EVOLVING OUR WE VISION

Kate North
Global Chair, WE VP, Workplace Advisory, Colliers
WE ♥ our Sponsors!

Platinum Sponsor
Colliers International

gold Sponsor
Allsteel

Silver Sponsor
MovePlan

Bronze Sponsor
h+k corporate artworks

Glenn Hodge
WE Sponsorship Lead
Transformation and Savings Manager,
Eurest Service
Tuesday: Workplace Management & WE Sip, WE Bond

Wednesday-Friday: Full WE Track – 15 innovative sessions!

Thursday:

- WE & the Community Pavilion – 9:45 Expo / Chris Hood
- WE Hubs Meeting – 11:00
- WE Socialize & Tour – 5:45 Arizona Center

Thank you - Gensler & CBRE!

Suzette Baker
WE Events
Client Services, CBRE
WE: Learn

Workplace Management Program

Module one: pilot completed

Why the Workplace Management Framework?

• Build a credible industry understanding of the subject
• Upskill the FM world (and others)
• Propel IFMA into more strategic conversations
• Create focus for continuing evolution of workplace thinking
• Create better solutions

What’s involved?

• 4 modules (each with 3 on-line Webinars plus one on-site Workshop)
• Modules are kicking off quarterly. Sign up on WE website!

Chris Hood
WE Learn Leader & Strategic Advisor
Director, Workplace Consulting, EMEA AWA
What YOU will Learn…

Please review/edit

How to…

• Deliver more value to your organizations!
• Create a Workplace Strategy
• Define an Employee and Customer Experience
• Measure its success
• Lead and manage Workplace Change
• Engage multi-disciplines to broaden your impact
• Deliver, sustain and evolve your workplace
Workplace Management Program

Operational excellence
- Functional learning
- In-depth/technical
- Formal
- ANSI Accredited Sponsor

Aligned with business outcomes
- Subject Familiarization & Case Study
- Business Strategy & Goals / Implementation
- Expert Trainers - Webinars & Workshops
- Certificate of Completion

Strategic leadership

Workplace Management Framework learning program

Core IFMA Educational offering
WE Keep You in the Know with:
- Academic research
- New items
- Case studies

Curated by workplace experts

Kate Lister
WE: Know Team & WE: Brief Curator
President, Global Workplace Analytics
WE: Know Library

Coming Soon…Q1 2020
• A Curated Experience with easy access
• A link to the WE: Library (Engage Site)
• An opportunity to submit research and articles

Access to the latest:
• Workplace Research
• Articles from WE Brief
• WE Cast Studies
• WE Presentation from all event

Members Only Benefit!

Arnold Levin
WE: Know Library
Principal | Workplace Strategy
Gensler
Monthly WE:binars

1. Designed for Learning, Dr. Caitlin Lindquist
2. The Stress-Free Workplace, Leigh Stringer, EYP Architecture
3. Sensory Design at Work, Joseph White, Herman Miller Inc.
4. Your Portfolio through the lens of Health and Wellness, Angela Spangler, IWBI
5. Workplace Outcomes Using Evidence-Based Practice, Shreya Sarkar-Barney, HCG
6. The New Tech Workplace, Gordon Wright, HOK
7. Innovation is a problem of Flow and not a lack of Ideas, Shilpi Kumar, Khoj Lab
8. You think you know coworking, But you don’t - Liz Elam, GCUC
9. Creating an Innovative: Liz Zurek Beaudry, Envision
10. Organizational Analytics – Dr. Ben Waber, Humanyze
Friends of WE

WE have presented case studies and hosted panels at: 2019 RICS Summit Series and Global Summit Vancouver, Los Angeles, New York City

WE are expanding our outreach and sharing knowledge with 123,000 RICS members
Workplace Evolutionaries

A Community of IFMA

Workplace Evolutionaries

Standard group

Start a conversation in this group

Steve Johnson - 2nd

Expert in Sound Masking, Office Acoustics, Speech Privacy and Noise Problems...

Workplace Acoustics: An Intervention!

Steve Johnson - 2nd

Expert in Sound Masking, Office Acoustics, Speech Privacy and Noise Problems at ...

To My DC friends, I will be speaking at a Work Design Magazine event on November 19th. Workplace Acoustics, An Intervention. Follow the link and sign up today! It will be a fun exploration of how to avoid mistakes and save money!

Workplace Evolutionaries a Community of IFMA

WE (Workplace)

@WEworkplace Follow you

Workplace Evolutionaries (WE) is a global community within @IFMA focused on increasing Workplace Innovation & Consciousness. Tweets by @futureworkforce

Workplaces Everywhere! we.ifma.org Joined February 2013

1,169 Following 2,049 Followers

Followed by Work rebooted, Purpose Workplace, and 8 others you follow

Tweets

WE (Workplace) @WEworkplace - Oct 8

Designing highly collaborative and cultural workplaces can inspire innovation and increase speed to market. workplace @HOKNetwork bit.ly/2Qz7ur design

Tweet Post Like Follow
WE Hubs

Kati Barklund
WE Hub Global Leader EMEA
Tenant & Partners

Eric Johnson
WE Hub North America Leader
Workplace Knowledge, Allsteel
WE Membership

Who WE are
• Membership (806 globally)
  • Professional = 69%
  • Associate = 24%
  • Young Professional = 6%
  • Other (Student, IFMA Fellow, Retired) = 1%

Membership Benefits
• www.we.ifma.org resources, research, videos & much more
• WE:binars
• WE:Events
• WE:Hub
• WE:Brief
• Most important – Community & Connections

Membership How It Works
• Join today – here in this room
• 201 new members personally welcomed in 2019

Seeking WE Volunteers

Glenn Dirks
Dirks Consulting

Annemarie Fleming
MovePlan

Leslie Schneider
FacilityQuest

Cynthia Milota
Ware Malcomb
WE: Enhance the Experience!

Touching all parts of the organization to improve effectiveness...

❤️...to help WE **grow**

❤️...to enhance the **experience** for Members, Sponsors & Volunteers

❤️...to make it **easy** for volunteers to do great work!

---

Pat Turnbull,
MA, LEED AP, IFMA Fellow
Exec Director, WE
President, Workplace IQX
NEXT UP...

Gathering Experience
Enabling Success through Tech & Human Connections

Presented by Kay Sargent, Lisa Brinkman & Julian Phillips
LAST, BUT NOT LEAST….

Unlocking Human Potential Through an Emotionally Intelligent Workplace

Presented By: Colleen Conklin
THANK YOU!